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Abstract

Materials modelling at the atomistic scale provides a useful way of investigat-

ing the widely debated fundamental mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement in

materials like aluminium alloys. Density functional theory based tensile tests

of grain boundaries (GBs) can be used to understand the hydrogen enhanced

decohesion mechanism (HEDE). The cohesive zone model was employed to

understand intergranular fracture from energies obtained in electronic struc-

ture calculations at small separation increments during ab initio tensile tests

of an aluminium Σ11 GB supercell with variable coverages of H. The stan-

dard rigid grain shift (RGS) test and a quasistatic sequential test, which aims

to be faster and more realistic than the RGS method, were implemented. Both

methods demonstrated the effects of H on the cohesive strength of the interface.

The sequential method showed discrete structural changes during decohesion,

along with significant deformation in general compared to the standard rigid

approach. H was found to considerably weaken the GB, where increasing H

content led to enhanced embrittlement such that, for the highest coverages of

H, GB strength was reduced to approximately 20% of the strength of a pure Al

GB—it is proposed that these results simulate HEDE. The possibility of finding

H coverages required to induce this effect in real alloy systems is discussed in

context by using calculations of the heat of segregation of H.
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1. Introduction

Following decades of research into hydrogen embrittlement (HE) in metallurgy, its mechanis-

tic origin remains a widely debated topic [1]. Understanding how and why HE occurs is an

important issue for the design of structural metallic materials, particularly on modern aircraft,

where there is robust evidence of HE in the formof H environment assisted cracking (HEAC) at

grain boundaries (GBs) in high-strength Al alloys [2]; experimental work on this issue is chal-

lenging due to the low equilibrium solubility of H in Al [3]. Most pertinent to Al and its alloys

are four major varieties of HE mechanisms, all of which fall under the generalism of H weak-

ening interatomic bonds of the Al crystal [4]. Combinations of competing HE mechanisms,

and synergistic hybrid mechanisms [5], are most likely involved, subject to environmental and

metallurgical conditions [6]. Component mechanisms are widely debated, with H enhanced

decohesion (hydrogen enhanced decohesion mechanism (HEDE)), H enhanced localised plas-

ticity, adsorption induced dislocation emission (AIDE), and hydride formation being routinely

propounded as potential candidates [4, 7]. Evidence of featureless fracture surfaces point to

an HEDE [8], which posits that H along GBs (or cleavage planes in the case of transgranular

cracking) reduces the cohesive binding energy of an interface before fracture [9].

Modern computational capabilities have spawned efforts to model HE using an ab initio

approach, where embrittlement mechanisms are explored by circumventing the challenges

associated with experimental measurements of H in Al alloys [10]. A thermodynamic frame-

work has been developed by Rice and Wang to quantify this embrittlement using a cohesive

zone fracture model (CZFM) [11], which has been explored for Al at the atomistic scale using

density functional theory (DFT) based ab initio tensile tests (AbTTs) [12–15]. Typically these

tests make use of the rigid grain shift (RGS) method following the work on universal bind-

ing energy relationships introduced by Rose et al [16], however Van der Ven et al adopted

an elongation approach whereby their computational cell in an atomistic model is uniaxially

homogeneously strained [13]; this method notably recovered the behaviour of Rose’s univer-

sal binding for large elongations steps, but provides a phenomenologically different result for

smaller elongation steps as the strain becomes less localised to one plane or interface. In the

samer manner, Janisch et al [14] further investigated the differences between homogenous

straining and RGS, where it was discovered that homogenous straining yields markedly differ-

ent behaviour (decohesion is not localised at the interface) to the rigid approach that applies to

the universal binding curve [16].

Ab initio methods enable incomparable control over system conditions relative to experi-

mentation. The addition of segregant elements, such as alloying elements, and their interaction

with GB strength and energetics has been used to investigate Al GB embrittlement [13, 17, 18],

and more recently to H embrittlement where simulations show promising results in support

of the HEDE hypothesis [12, 15]. Ab initio calculations from Zhang et al [17] revealed the

nature of Al GB embrittlement by Zn segregation, showing how Al–Zn bonds were weaker

than Al–Al. Later, Zhao et al, using RGS [18], established the embrittlement potency of

Mg, and strengthening properties of Cu, to an Al GB via the same electronic mechanisms

as [17]. Elsewhere, simulations have been performed for other metallic systems with a vari-

ety of embrittleing and strengthening agents. For example C has been shown to strengthen

Mo GBs [19], S is shown to weaken Cu GBs [20], and the dual embrittling action by S

and H in Ni GBs has been demonstrated [21]. Connecting atomistic results to macroscopic

phenomena is an active area of research [10, 22, 23] involving larger scale finite element

or phase-field simulations using the CZFM framework [24, 25]. Many larger scale models
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Figure 1. CZFM: A cohesive zone exists immediately ahead of the crack tip which is
encompassed by a CE shown as two grains (red and blue) with the cohesive zone being
the GB interface for an intergranular crack. A symmetric tilt grain boundary is described

by a normal vector �γ and a perpendicular rotation axis �θ. A microscopic traction σ acts
parallel to �γ, the corresponding strain results in extension in the length L of the CE.

adopt a consideration of H transport during fracture [5, 25]; moreover, successful multi-

scale modelling has been applied to other metals, such as the impact of S embrittlement of

Cu GBs [26].

In this work, we introduce a sequential grain shift (SGS) method for AbTTs as an improve-

ment on the RGS method, which should reduce the computational time required to perform

these tests and more accurately model the dynamical evolution of atoms during intergranular

fracture. The RGS and SGS methodologies are here applied to a Σ11 Al GB with variable H

coverage to then evaluate the plausibility of the HEDE hypothesis. Advantages of eachmethod,

and their implications in helping to understand the HEDE mechanism, are latterly discussed.

2. Theory and methods

Brittle intergranular fracture theory developedbyRice & Wang [11] extends theGriffith theory

to incorporate finer details of separation by using cohesive zones. A CZFM considers a small

section of an interface, the cohesive zone, immediately ahead of a crack tip which will separate

during crack growth (see figure 1). We take a cohesive zone and consider a small volume of

material extending above and below the interfacewhich we call a cohesive element (CE); crack

propagation is seen as successive failures along a series of CEs. CZFMs assume linearly elastic

behaviour in the regions surrounding a CE, where macroscopic loads (i.e. a fracture stress) on

the material will generate an atomistic traction σ(δ) applied perpendicular to the GB plane,

with an atomistic granular separation δ. A CE fails when the bonding across its interface is

completely broken such that the two fracture surfaces are displaced past their interaction range

δ f . The work of separation W is the energy required to separate the grains from δ = 0 to δ f .
AbTTs complement the CZFM by including atomistic behaviour in CE modelling.

CEs, as shown in figure 1, contain two grains with a fixed number of Al atoms, each hav-

ing a face centred cubic crystal structure. We define a GB plane with unit normal vector �γ,
and a rotation axis �θ about which the grains are misoriented. GBs with orthogonal vectors

(�γ · �θ = 0), like the one shown in figure 1, are pure tilt GBs. Atomistic modelling of GBs usu-

ally limits simulations to molecular configurations of special symmetric boundaries, which can

3
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be described using the coincident site lattice model [27]. We selected a symmetric tilt Σ11 GB

with a normal vector�γ = [1̄13] crystal plane with a rotation axis �θ = [110] and misorientation

angle of 129◦.

Traction was modelled as a uniaxial tensile stress σ along �γ, and the corresponding separa-
tion is quantified by the change in length of the CE, δ = L− L0, where L0 is the equilibrium

length of the CE when σ = 0. δ is also called excess length, and similarly other excess parame-

ters can be defined for variables which change according to the extent of the deformation δ. By
assuming that the CE is embedded in a bulk material with uniform properties, the fundamental

thermodynamic relation of excess (Helmholtz) free energy per unit area for a CE is given by

the following differential [28],

dF = −SdT + σ dδ + μH dΓH. (1)

The first term on the right-hand side of (1),−Sd T , represents the heat flow into the system.

The second term,σd δ, is an approximationof themechanicalwork done to a CE. For simplicity

we neglected self consistent structural coupling with the surrounding bulk, thus our approach

did not capture any Poisson effect in a CE; regardless, expansion due to the Poisson effect is

assumed to be negligible. The final term in (1) accounts for changes induced by the chemical

potential, μH, and coverage,ΓH, of a segregant impurity, H. In this study, we keep the impurity

coverage and temperature fixed in all simulations, i.e. dΓH = dT = 0, so that a change in free

energy is strictly a result of mechanical work applied to the CE. Under these conditions, excess

free energy,∆F, can be derived as a function of δ from (1),

∆F(δ) =

∫ δ

0

σ(δ′)dδ′. (2)

The strength of a CE is fundamentally derived from interatomic bonding. Generally, inter-

granular fracture is due to intergranular bonds being significantly weaker than interplanar

bonds within grains. First-principles simulations can be used to model decohesion as the

stretching and breaking of molecular bonds which exist across the crack path. This can be

suitably accomplished by implementing a quantum mechanical treatment of electronic struc-

ture through Kohn–Sham DFT. Application of DFT requires consideration of a compromise

between accurately representing true atomistic behaviour and computational feasibility; gen-

erally DFT calculations are made to predict the ground state energy of a static system of 10 s of

atoms [29]. DFT avoids the requirement for an empirical Al–H potential, as used in molecular

dynamics, and instead makes direct quantum mechanical predictions of the Al–H interaction.

We use calculations of a system’s excess energy in DFT as an approximation to the thermo-

dynamic excess free energy of (2) at T = 0 K. AbTT results are used to obtainW , δ f , critical
traction for fracture σc, and critical displacement δc at σc, properties which are collectively

referred to as a traction-separation law for a CZ [13, 30]; these laws can be implemented as

parameters in larger scale continuum CZFMs, but this is not in the scope of this paper [24].

We used the Vienna ab initio simulation package [31–34] with the projector augmented

wave method [35, 36] for DFT ab initio energy calculations. A Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh

[37] of 5× 13× 2 k-points was used, giving a linear density of 1.3, 0.8, and 1.4 nm along the

(reciprocal) �γ × �θ, �θ, and �γ axes respectively. A plane wave cut off energy of 400 eV, using

the k point mesh above, was found to be sufficient for an accuracy of 1 meV/atom for an Al

grain boundary cell comprised of 70 atoms and two GBs. The PBE GGA exchange-correlation

functional [38, 39] is used throughout, along with Methfessel–Paxton smearing of 0.2 eV [40].

Electronic structure was optimised using the Block–Davidson method [41] with a conver-

gence criterion of 0.1 meV. We used a conjugate gradient algorithm for geometry optimisation
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Figure 2. RGS of a CE (figure 1) for three different separation increments along �γ. The
RGS AbTT takes a set of n RGS and calculates the internal energy of the system at each
shift.

[42, 43] to relax ions into their instantaneous ground state, with a displacement increment of

1.5× 10−3 nm and a convergence criterion of 1 meV/atom. A sequential application of an

increment of displacement, optionally followed by internal relaxation of the ionic coordinates,

results in a simulation of an external stress generating an atomistic scale traction, σ, which
strains a GB until fracture, hence the term AbTT.

The RGS methodology is a commonly used approach to apply σ to a CE in AbTTs (see

figure 2) [14]. A pure RGS approach constructs a set of n CE cells with the equilibrium lattice

geometry fixed in each grain, in each CE cell the top grain is shifted away from the bottom

grain by a separation increment δi, where δ0 = 0 and δn > δ f . An energy calculation is made

at each separation increment, with the ionic positions of each atom unchanged within their

respective grains. The RGS excess free energies ∆FRGS(δi) are calculated as the difference

between the energy at each RGS and the equilibrium (δ = 0) CE. RGSs have been further

developed to include ionic relaxation at each shift which will be denoted as RGS + X, the

excess free energies calculated using this second method are labelled∆FRGS+X(δi).
We present a third approach, SGS, which deviates from the standard RGSmethod by includ-

ing a quasistatic evolution of the ionic structure during decohesion.We inserted a small layer of

vacuum along the GBwith thickness 0.025 nm, this is a grain shift. We then allowed the ions to

relax using the CG algorithm [42, 43]. Taking the relaxed geometry, we inserted another vac-

uum layer in the centre of the previous layer (applying another grain shift) and optimised ionic

positions again. This process was repeated until the added volume to the CE was 0.625 nm

along �γ, sufficient to exceed the range of any intergranular interactions. To speed up calcu-

lations, ions which were more than two atomic layers away from the GB were frozen during

ionic position optimisations.

We fitted the energies of the RGS and RGS + X tests to a fitting function,

∆Ffit(δ) = W
[

1−
(

δ̄m + 1
)

e−δ̄m
]

, (3)

where δ̄m is an mth order polynomial function of δ with fitting parameters λi,

δ̄m =

m
∑

i=1

(

δ/λi
)2i−1

. (4)

5
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The results from the pure RGS approach were fitted with an m = 1 form, which analytically

recovers the universal binding energy relationship proposed by Rose et al [16]. We used an

m = 2 form to fit the energies of the RGS + X method, which is equivalent to the modified

relationship proposed by Srirangarajan et al [44]. Traction can then be derived from the fitted

energies by using an analytical derivative of (3):

σfit(δ) =
d∆Ffit

d
=

(

dδ̄m
dδ

)

W δ̄me
−δ̄m . (5)

The SGS tests are, as shown in the results section, unsuitable to this type of curve fitting

procedure—therefore traction under this regime is obtained from a numerical derivative of

∆FSGS using finite central differences, δc is found at the peak of the numerical derivative,

and δ f is estimated using (6) [19]. These SGS parameters can be assembled into a bilinear

traction-separation law [45]

δ f =
2W

σc

. (6)

Segregation of impurities to a GB depends on the Gibb’s free energy of segregation∆Gseg

which is used in models of interface concentrations, e.g. Langmuir–Mclean theory [46].∆Gseg

is the sum of two terms: the heat of segregation,∆Hseg, and the segregation entropy, T∆Sseg.

In these models, the atomic fraction of impurity is completely determined for a given temper-

ature and composition. Our AbTT results allow us to obtain the standard heat of segregation

component of ∆Gseg. We include NH (=0 to 10) H atoms in multiple configurations in inter-

stitial voids on the GB plane, leading to a total of 11 closed GB structures for AbTTs. Ten

large voids were identified on the GB plane for distributingNH atoms. The occupation of these

voids for each NH was determined by, firstly, finding the most energetically favourable site for

NH = 1 after ten energy calculations with optimised ionic geometries for each void. Then, sec-

ondly, finding the most energetically favourable site for each additional H atom using the same

method, excluding the option of H occupying a void already containing H; consequently we

do not consider H2 molecules. Given that there are 12 Al atoms on the GB in H-free structures,

the GB H coverage can be defined in (7),

ΓH =
NH

12+ NH

. (7)

The standard heat of segregation, ∆Hseg, for a single H atom was determined as the dif-

ference between the solution enthalpy for an H atom at the GB of the CE, ∆HGB
sol , and in a

tetrahedral interstice in the bulk region of the CE,∆HB
sol. For multiple H segregation, we adopt

a simplified approach which requires us to calculate the free energy of a CE containing one H

atom in the bulk and none at the boundary, and then subtract the free energy of a CE with no

H at all to obtain∆HB
sol. We obtain∆HGB

sol as the difference in free energies of a CE containing

ΓH and a CE with no H. The advantage of this approach is that we can calculate an average

∆Hseg per H atom as a function of δ by using separated CEs in the calculation of∆HGB
sol in (8),

∆Hseg(δ,ΓH) = ∆HGB
sol (δ,ΓH)/NH −∆HB

sol. (8)

3. Results

The geometry of a 70 Al atom H-free CE was obtained by first generating two grains with

lattice constants of 0.404 nm. Our Σ11 GB was found to have a GB energy of 1.19 eV nm−2.

6
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Figure 3. Strained CE’s separated by a granular displacement δ for RGS and SGS
AbTTs. Periodic boundary conditions mean there are two GBs in the CE, but we keep
the untested boundary interatomically rigid. GB healing in the SGS test (right) means
atoms fill the entire CE, whereas no healing can occur in a purely RGS test (left).

We applied three tensile test approaches to our CE at 11 different impurity coverages ΓH = 0

to 45 at%: RGS, RGS + X, and SGS. Following the tests it was observed that the length of the

CE along �γ was optimised in the ΓH = 0 state by an expansion of 2.13 ×10−2 nm, which is

accounted for in all three test methods. Figure 3 shows the stark difference in lattice geometry

at δ = 0.45 nm for the RGS and SGS tests with ΓH = 0. Under the dynamic approach, there is

considerable lattice strain in each grain which we refer to as GB healing.

Figure 4 shows the excess energies calculated using the RGS(+X) and SGS methods. For

the RGS(+X) methods, it appears that for low coverages of H the GB becomes stronger than

the clean ΓH = 0 GB. However there is significant embrittlement at high coverages above

ΓH = 29 at%. These results may be explained by the instability of H on free Al surfaces at

the end of the simulation. In the RGS + X approach the effect of GB strengthening for low

ΓH is reduced by allowing H and the surfaces to relax into a more favourable geometry. But

still, there is a very small strengthening effect from low ΓH up to 14 at%. On the other hand,

the embrittlement potency of H at higher coverages is calculated to be stronger in RGS + X

than in the RGS tests alone, again a result of more stable fracture surfaces. For the SGS test

we observe a steady decrease in GB strength with increasing ΓH. Under the SGS regime at

δ ∼ 0.4 nm the structure undergoes a sudden discontinuous transition from a highly strained

metastable healed structure to a lower energy two-surface configuration, which we refer to as

snapping. During preliminary testing, the extent of healing was found to be sensitive to the

size of the separation increments: fine δ simulations undergo significant healing while coarse

δ simulations will snap earlier in the test.

To understand the fitting accuracy of each approach we plot the mean absolute error,

m.a.e =
1

Nδ

∑

i

|∆Ffit(δi)−∆FAbTT(δi)|, (9)

for each style of test as a function of ΓH (figure 5), where ∆FAbTT(δi) are the DFT calcu-

lated results from our AbTTs. The RGS + X fit performed best, maintaining an error of less

7
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Figure 4. Excess free energies during separation of a grain boundary containing differ-
ent coverages, ΓH, of H. Left (and centre) are the results of the RGS(+X) tests using the
fitting equation (4), and right are the results of the SGS tests, see figure 5 to assess the
accuracy of the fitting equations. Separations, δ, include the expansion of the cell, ∆L,
caused by the inclusion of H on a clean boundary for an easier visual comparison of the
system behaviour for small δ.

Figure 5. Mean absolute error of the fitting fucntions for the RGS and RGS + X tests
at each coverage, ΓH, of H, calculated according to equation (8).

than 0.3 eV nm−2 across all impurity coverages. The pure RGS fit does well for low impurity

coverage, but becomes intolerable for high ΓH.

Figure 6(a) shows the work of separation for each style of test. The pure RGS tests show

a weak trend of decreasing W with increasing ΓH but, as mentioned above, the RGS results

are not considered accurate for high ΓH. Despite a significant difference between RGS + X

and SGS at ΓH = 0, these two approaches follow a similar strong downward trend in W with

increasingΓH. Using data from the SGS tests,W was reduced by 13% for the lowest H coverage

ΓH = 8%—this effect becomes more pronounced for higher coverages where it was found that

8
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Figure 6. (a) Work of separation, W , plotted as a function of GB H coverage, ΓH, for
all three simulation methods. (b) Critical traction, σc, plotted as a function of GB H
coverage, ΓH, for all three simulation methods. (c) Critical displacement, δc, plotted as
a function of GB H coverage, ΓH, for all three simulation methods. (d) Change in length
of a CE,∆L, induced by the dissolution of H into a closed GB before traction is applied.

ΓH = 25% reducedW by 35% and in the case of the highest coverage,ΓH = 45%,W was found

to be 67% smaller than for the clean GB.

Traction was analytically derived using (5) for the RGS(+X) tests and numerically for the

SGS test, and is shown in figure 7; all tests demonstrate GB weakening due to increasing levels

of H. Due to the discontinuity in the SGS simulation, figure 7 plots traction up to the maximum

point before snapping, since the derivative of a discontinuous function is undefined. Figure 8

shows the SGS derived bilinear traction-separation law [45] using δ f values calculated from

(6), we observe that an increasing ΓH influences the traction separation law by reducing δc
and increasing δ f —this is a standard feature of embrittlement. Figure 6(b) plots the critical

traction for each test method. Similar toW, σc has a strong downward trend with increasingΓH

for both the RGS+X and SGS tests. Fractional reductions in σc are greater than for separation

energies due to H; using the same three coveragesmentioned above (ΓH = 8%, 25%, and 45%)

9
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Figure 7. Traction separation curves for the RGS + X tests (left and centre), derived
analytically from the fitting functions, and SGS (right), derived numerically up to the
maximum point.

Figure 8. Bilinear traction-separation law derived from the SGS tests using (6), coloured
according to ΓH in at%.

the critical tractions obtained from the numerical results are reduced by 7%, 20%, and 66%

respectively. The critical separation, figure 6(c), also follows this trend, but muchmoreweakly.

Even though the SGS results are sensitive to the separation increment size in a way that the

RGS + X results are not, the critical tractions are very closely matched, implying that this

sensitivity is to some degree immaterial to the critical traction.

10
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Figure 9. Average heat of segregation,∆Hseg , for a single H atom to a GB, when given a
prexisting coverage of GB H, ΓH—these results, taken from the SGS simulations, show
∆Hseg plotted against GB separation, δ, for each ΓH.

Figure 6(d) shows the changes in L0, the equilibrium length of a CE, for different coverages

of H. As expected we find a steady expansion of the GB with increasing ΓH. For low δ, H’s
heat of segregation to the GB linearly decreases with increasing separation (figure 9). This is

true for both RGS + X and SGS tests. Additionally, there is little difference between ∆Hseg

values at different ΓH; the largest difference is 36 meV, whereas the heat of segregation for

a single H atom to a clean GB is calculated to be 261 meV, a much larger value than the

differences between pre-existing H content. Recalling that ∆Hseg is the average enthalpy per

H atom, this result suggests that the solution enthalpy for H at the GB does not vary according

to GB coverages in this range.

Figure 10 shows ∆Hseg for the closed and fractured GBs. The flat trend at δ = 0 confirms

that∆Hseg does not vary with ΓH. ∆Hseg to free surfaces at low ΓH is dependent on the AbTT

method applied; the differences come from significant structural changes occurring in the SGS

test to accommodate the impurity ions. For higher coverages of ΓH, the two methods tend to

converge with the SGS method producing more stable final structures.

The raw DFT data and geometry files are available online as supplementary material, along

with a python notebook for quick analysis: www.zenodo.org/record/5763935.

4. Discussion

The GB energy of the (H free)Σ11 GB (1.19 eV nm−2, or 0.19 J m−2) was found to be slightly

higher than that calculated in a recent paper by Yamaguchi et al [15]. Using the PBE functional

with a similarly scaled k-point mesh and a lower energy cut-off, they found a lower GB energy

(1.06 eV nm−2, or 0.17 J m−2) which, given the similar method, might be attributed to differ-

ences in the details of the molecular configuration of the GB in [15]. Nevertheless, as shown
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Figure 10. Average heat of segregation, ∆Hseg, to closed GBs (black) and fracture sur-
faces (red/blue). Right is an energy level diagram to show the embrittlement potency of
a segregant, which is given by a positive energy difference between the closed GB state,
Σ11, and the adsorbed state on a fracture surface—a diagram with a negative energy
difference (as would occur for the lowest two ΓH RGS+ X simulations) would indicate
GB strengthening from the segregant.

by [15], the difference is small relative to differences with other geometries (Σ3, Σ5, and Σ9),

while another study calculated a larger GB energy (1.26 eV nm−2, or 0.20 J m−2) [47] by

using the LDA functional. The initial expansion of 2.13×10−2 nm is also found to be slightly

less than an LDA calculation by Janisch et al of 3.11 ×10−2 nm with a lower GB energy of

1.07 eV nm−2 (0.17 J m−2) [14].

The results of figure 6(a) were equally obtained for Σ3, Σ5, and Σ9 GBs via an indirect

method in [15] by Yamaguchi et al using calculations of only a closed (δ = 0) and completely

separated (>δ f ) GB. Without performingAbTTs, they effectively deriveW for RGS+X tests,

and in some cases achieve higher ΓH values than in this present study. From what we can now

understand from figure 6(a), RGS + X and SGS tests give similar cohesive energies, therefore

it is fair to argue that calculating only the final δ f and initial states of the system is sufficient

in order to quickly understand the broad embrittlement effects of a high coverage of H. It is,

however, necessary to fully relax the geometry of the system, as demonstrated by figure 5

which shows that purely RGS type tensile tests modelled with Rose’s UBER are inapplicable

to highly defected GBs. It was found in [15] thatW ‘decreases almost linearly’ with ΓH, and,

in cases with roughly >20 atoms per nm2 of GB, W can fall below 0 (the largest ΓH that we

consider includes 19 atoms per nm2 of GB). These results imply spontaneous GB breaking if

we were to increase the range of ΓH we study, and it is concluded in [15] that this is because

∆L becomes so large for higher values of ΓH that Al atoms are no longer metallically bonded

across the interface.

In terms of the involvement of HE in HEAC phenomena in Al alloys (which are sensitive

to environment humidity levels), the presence of such a high amount of GB H is not well

evidenced, but it is predicted that freshly exposed Al surfaces will produce extremely high

fugacity atomised H due to surface reactions with water vapour present [3]. In addition, Lynch

notes that if slip planes are favourably aligned between grains at the GB, HE in the form of
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AIDE is likely to occur at lower stresses [1]. It has been argued from strain-gradient plasticity

studies that such high concentrations can exist locally as a result of deformation [48], this could

occur in the plastic zone ahead of an intergranular crack tip for instance, but this is difficult

to measure experimentally. It is further suggested in [15] that segregation energy (equivalent

to the standard heat of segregation at T = 0 K) for separated GBs is much lower than in the

closed state, this is also demonstrated in figure 10 for all but the lowest coverages of ΓH in the

RGS + X case. [15] equally corroborates that incremental additions of H do not impact heat

of segregation, as indicated by a flat line for δ = 0 in figure 10, although for high enough H

coverages GB expansion passes a critical point where heat of segregation decreases, which we

find to occur at around ΓH = 40 at% for our Σ11 GB.

The concept of dynamic embrittlement, applying to slow crack propagation scenarios, was

initially explored in Al by Van der Ven and Ceder [13], but has more recently been applied by

Ehlers et al [12]. The idea behind this process is that during separation, ΓH is not fixed, and the

thermodynamic potential to be minimised in the quasi-static regime is now the grand potential

Ω = F − μHΓH, or, more appropriately, the grand force potential. Diffusion of H (from either

the matrix or the environment of a crack tip) is hypothesised to be fast enough to respond to a

decreasing heat of segregation shown in figure 9. This in turn would lower the traction required

for further separation, as highlighted in figure 7. Ehlers et al stress the importance of finite

temperature effects [12], especially when considering the relocation of H into more preferable

sites during separation. At T ∼ 300 K segregation of H does not readily occur in Al, but small

deformations like the small displacements shown in figure 9 can dramatically alter the heat of

segregation. The relationship between ∆Hseg and δ has been described as monotonic in [12];

which is roughly the result from our simulations too (figure 9). By any means, the effects of

variable ΓH and T will change the mechanisms of fracture in a meaningful way, but a simple

deduction favours the idea that any dynamic embrittlement behaviourwould exacerbateHEDE.

On a larger scale, coupled decohesion-diffusion models can be applied to assess H induced

fracture on physically relevant material geometries (such as a plate or rod) using phase-field

formulations [25], kinetic models [26], and even employing discrete dislocation dynamics to

consider nonHEDE based HE [5], but discussing and evaluating the physical relevance of these

models is beyond the scope of this paper which is focussed on molecular configurations in the

decohering region only.

RGS and RGS+X tensile tests involve a predetermined failure mode, i.e. simulations have

an artificially defined fracture path of bonds to break. For clean Al GBs the correct fracture

path is easily identified by symmetry as the bonds across the GB plane, but with impurities

the failure mode is less predictable. Any lattice defects in the CSL GB must be artificially

assigned to the correct grain when using an RGS method. If there is a high concentration

of impurities in the CE at the GB then it would take considerable work to correctly predict

which impurities will be assigned to which grain when the grains are shifted. On the contrary,

SGS simulations allow atoms to be exchanged across the GB according to DFT calculated

interatomic forces. An alternative approach is to homogeneously strain the CE along �γ in what

are called drag simulations [14]. Homogenous straining inevitably introduce less accurate input

geometries for ionic optimisation, especially for small δ, because the strain isn’t localised to

the decohering region, which means a greater computational cost over grain shift counterparts

with frozen cores. On top of this, SGS tests are faster than RGS methods, also due to better

input geometries for optimisation—in RGS+ X tests nearly identical atomic relaxations from

the undeformed geometry are repeated at each step, and it is this repetition which is evaded by

SGS.

The physical relevance of homogenous straining over our SGS method is debatable. Using

nudged elastic band calculations to investigate the effects of finite temperatures on the stability
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Figure 11. Snapshots of the SGS AbTT simulations for four of the X separation incre-
ments, δi, at two different GB H coverages, ΓH. The extent of GB healing is more
pronounced at lower coverages of ΓH, therefore suppression of GB healing for higher
coverages is proposed to be a component of the HEDE mechanism.

of the structures obtained in static DFT AbTTs, Ehlers et al [49] found that atomistic fracture

behaviour was highly dependent on T and time, and argue for a new approach to obtaining

traction separation laws that includes more sophisticated ab initio molecular dynamics than

the rudimentary quasistatic approach used in our SGS test; healed metastable states like those

presented during the separation of GBs in this paper can be extremely unstable at finite tem-

peratures. However for small strains, big structural changes are unlikely to occur, even at T ∼
300 K.

The reason the RGS + X and SGS tests have similar ∆Hseg values at δ f for high ΓH turns

out to be a key result of this paper. Healing of a GB (figure 3) is characterised by substan-

tial deformation of crystal structure. At the point of snapping the deformed structure collapses

into two free surfaces with different morphology to pure RGS surfaces. For low ΓH, ∆Hseg

to SGS surfaces will be lower than to RGS surfaces because the healed GB collapses into

a more stable structure which accommodates H. However higher ΓH inhibits GB healing in

SGS tests, resulting in similar free surface morphologies in SGS and RGS + X simulations.

Figure 11 demonstrates this point where at low ΓH (8 at%) there is significant healing such

that at δ = 0.5 nm there are still Al atoms across the interface that are in contact through a

ligament structure. At higher coverages (40 at%) there is limited GB healing, yet some H can

itself form connective interfacial ligaments. The lack of snapping observed in the homogenous

straining calculation by Janisch et al [14] is only expected to be important in clean GBs, the

reason for our snapping in ΓH = 0 can be attributed to the different nature of the SGS test

which does not unformally strain the CE cell and keeps a frozen core of bulk Al three atomic

layers from the boundary. By maintaining a rigid bulk, deformation is limited to a decohering
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plane. This approach does introduce some artificial rigidity to the system, but this was con-

sidered justifiable since it was discovered in [13] that homogenous straining simulations yield

the same behaviour given large straining increments as RGS simulations which are inherently

rigid. Furthermore, the point at which snapping occurs cannot accurately be obtained due to

its necessary high sensitivity to separation increment size.

5. Conclusion

We have presented results of AbTTs of a Σ11 Al GB using the established RGS/RGS + X

approach and a revised SGS approach. We found that RGS + X and SGS tests show that H

enrichment of the GB reduces the work of separation. Traction-separation laws were derived

for these tests which demonstrate the gradual weakening of a GB as its H content increases

and this result is a key requisite of HEDE. For important quantities, such as W and σc,

RGS + X and SGS provide similar results. Therefore we conclude that the SGS method is

a useful probe of fracture behaviour which in some cases will reduce the computation time

of an AbTT; RGS + X will often involve more optimisation steps than a sequential SGS test

which carries over information gathered in previous shifts to guide the geometry of the next.

SGS tests have a further advantage of displaying atomistic fracture processes such as snapping

and healing, although thermal activation may change this behaviour in a finite temperature

regime.

We also discover small strains to a GB will substantially reduce the heat of segregation for

H, which may have important consequences for models which include H diffusion rates that

are relevant for crack propagation speeds. Diffusion rate modelling will need to be applied to

elucidate the possibility of dynamic embrittlement under the level of reduction to the heat of

segregation that we have shown. It is this information that is crucial to confirming the plausi-

bility of HEDE operating in Al alloy systems, since the direct decohesion effect of lowering

W and σc has now been firmly established for GBs with high levels of H enrichment.
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